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QUESTIONS?
QUESTIONS/ANSWERS
Please feel free to ask questions at any time during the presentation. There will also be
an opportunity to ask questions at the conclusion of today’s webinar. Any questions that
cannot be answered during the webinar will be answered via email.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER MAXLITE PRODUCTS, OR
FOR LIGHTING QUESTIONS IN GENERAL; PLEASE CONTACT:
info@maxlite.com
http://www.maxlite.com
1-800-555-5629
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Panels & Troffers
MaxLite has a panel or troffer for every
application. We’ll begin by reviewing our
ArcMax, ECO-T, FlatMax Edge Lit Flat
Panels, and Indirect Troffers.
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ECO-T RECESSED TROFFER
ECO-T Overview:

ECO-T offers a classic recessed housing with LED strips that resemble
fluorescent tubes when lit. While fluorescent fixture scan buzz and flicker
and contribute to headache and eye fatigue, ECO-T is constructed with
LM-80-rated LEDs and a prismatic clear diffuser for higher lumens, making it
the silent and flicker free solution for offices, lobbies, hallways and conference
rooms in schools, municipalities, airports, healthcare facilities, showrooms,
corporate campuses and retailers trying to stretch renovation and construction
budgets. With standard 0-10vdimming provided, ECO-T maintains 90 percent
of the light in a 60-degree beam angle to project light downward towards
surfaces.
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ECO-T RECESSED TROFFER
Model

Size

Wattage

Lumens

MLRT22D32xx

2’ x 2’

32

3,400

MLRT24D42xx

2’ x 4’

42

4,500
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WHAT DIFFERENTIATES FLAT PANELS?
LIGHT GUIDE PLATE MATERIAL
•
•

•

PS, MS, PMMA
PS lenses are inexpensive, but can turn yellow after less than 5 years. PMMA has the best optical performance and the highest cost.
MS has a good optical performance and will not yellow during the 5 year warranty of the product.
MaxLite panels use MS

BACK PLATE THICKNESS
•
•

Some panels have back plates that are too thin to provide stability
MaxLite’s panels are stable and dependable when mounted using any of our mounting options (grid, surface, cable hang)

COLOR (CCT) CONSISTENCY
•
•

Without tight LED binning, the CCT of the panels can differ significantly, enough to be
easily visible to the naked eye
MaxLite controls binning to a tighter specification than some other companies

RELIABILITY OF THE BRAND
•
•
•

Many flat panel manufacturers have been in the market for a very short period of time
MaxLite warranties panels for 5 years, and the customer can feel confident that we will
be around to do so
Low failure rate on our flat panels (< 0.5%)
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FLATMAX® EDGE LIT FLAT PANELS
FlatMax® Edge Lit Flat Panels Overview:
Designed to produce beautifully even, shadowless light, FlatMAX® Edge Lit LED
Panels are the perfect energy-efficient replacement for fluorescent fixtures. The
family includes a solution for every application requirement, from low wattage to high
voltage, in standard sizes (1'x4', 2'x2' and 2'x4'). The panels are fully dimmable, and
may be combined with IntelliMax™ wireless lighting controls, for further energy
savings in office, school, healthcare, and other commercial and industrial
environments. Select FlatMAX models are available with an integral, remotecontrolled motion sensor that can control multiple units via 0-10V connection. All
models are DLC Standard or Premium listed, enabling facilities to take advantage of
utility rebate programs.
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FLATMAX® EDGE LIT FLAT PANELS
Model

Size

Wattage

Lumens

MLFP14EPxxxx

1’ x 4’

20 / 30

2,400 / 4,700

MLFP22EPxxxx

2’ x 2’

20 / 30 / 35

2,400 / 3,600 / 4,500

MLFP24EPxxxx

2’ x 4’

30 / 40 / 48

3,500 / 4,500 / 5,900
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ARCMAX VOLUMETRIC TROFFERS
ArcMax Overview:
Designed as cost-effective replacements for traditional fluorescent troffers, the
DesignLights Consortium®-qualified ArcMAX™ Volumetric LED Panels are ideal for
installation in T-bar grid or drop-in ceilings. The ArcMAX delivers excellent color
rendering and smooth light output from ceiling to floor in offices, schools, hospitals,
government buildings, retailers and other commercial settings.
The panels offer a high performance optic system, advanced light distribution and
architectural styling that deliver unprecedented value and quality. The fixtures also
provide voluminous, upscale looking lighting for the specification community.
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ARCMAX VOLUMETRIC TROFFERS
Model

Size

Wattage

Lumens

MLVT14D36xx/SB

1’ x 4’

36

3,800

MLVT22D36xx/SB

2’ x 2’

36

3,700

MLVT24D45xx/SB

2’ x 4’

45

5,000
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INDIRECT TROFFER
InDirect Troffer Overview:
The MaxLite Indirect LED Troffer is a recessed luminaire which uses LEDs
and high reflectance material to enable the architectural aesthetic with high
performance. The design combines high efficiency LEDs with a high performance
reflective material to emit a voluminous, efficient, visually comfortable light for use
in today’s most sophisticated room designs. The fixture ships standard with a
0-10V dimming electronic driver which provides smooth dimming down to 1%
and is compatible with other 0-10V control systems. MaxLite also offers control
devices such as motion sensors and photocells as well as compliance features
such as Emergency Back-up solutions.
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INDIRECT TROFFER
Model
MLIT22D25xx

Size
2’ x 2’

Wattage
25

Lumens
3,200

MLIT24D32xx

2’ x 4’

32

4,500
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CONTROLS
FLATMAX FLAT PANELS, ARCMAX VOLUMETRIC TROFFER, AND INDIRECT
TROFFER ALL OFFER AN INTEGRATED MOTION SENSOR OPTION
• Microwave sensor is placed behind the lens to give a sleek appearance without limiting functionality
• Multiple standard fixtures can be controlled via one motion sensor fixture.
• Connecting power and 0-10V dimming wires between panels allows one sensor to control several panels
• Maximum number of interconnected panels determined by amperage of the fixtures
• 120Vac à Max 400VA
• 277Vac à Max 1000VA
• Alternatively, FlatMax Flat Panels, ArcMax Volumetric
Troffer, and Indirect Troffer are compatible with MaxLite’s
IntelliMax wireless controls system
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Retrofit Kits
MaxLite has a retrofit fixture for every
application. Next we’ll review our
Lensed Retrofit Kit and Troffer
Retrofit Kits.
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LENSED RETROFIT KIT
LRK Overview:
The LED Lensed Retrofit Kit (LRK) installs into existing troffers without the need
to enter the ceiling space, giving facility managers the quickest, most cost effective
means of replacing outdated fluorescent lighting systems with the high efficiency
and performance of LEDs. With a profile measuring less than three inches in
depth, the LRK fits standard 2-by-2 and 2-by-4-foot troffers with ease. In most
cases, installation of the LRK takes less than 10 minutes.
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LENSED RETROFIT KIT
Model

Size

Wattage

Lumens

LRK22D30xx

2’ x 2’

30

3,000

LRK24D40xx

2’ x 4’

40

4,200
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TROFFER RETROFIT KIT
TRK Overview:
MaxLite's innovative Troffer Retrofit Kit offers an economical solution to
upgrade existing fixtures to LED technology. The Troffer Retrofit kit can be
retrofitted into most existing troffers in less than 15 minutes. Optional trim
lend a clean aesthetic to the installed fixture.
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TROFFER RETROFIT KIT
Model

Size

Wattage

Lumens

TRK22D23xx

2’ x 2’

23

3,000

TRK24D33xx

2’ x 4’

33

4,150

*3-pc with
optional trim
pieces to
cover any
gaps
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PENDANTS
•
•
•
•
•

MLRP24E40xxD / MLRP24E40xxI
24” Round Edge Lit Pendant
36W
Direct or Direct / Indirect
White diffuser, white finish

•
•
•
•
•

MLFP14DI36xxI
1X4 Edge Lit Pendant
40W
Direct or Direct / Indirect
White or clear diffuser, white finish
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MAXLITE UNIVERSITY
The MaxLite University Lighting Degree program
offers three comprehensive courses in lighting
fundamentals, ranging from beginner to advanced
learning. It’s free and eligible for the following
continuing education units from the American
Lighting Association:
•

Lighting Fundamentals - ALA: 4 CLC Credit Hours

•

Lighting Fundamentals (Intermediate) - ALA: 2 CLC
Credit Hours

•

Lighting Fundamentals (Advanced) – ALA: 3 CLC
Credit Hours
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STAY UPDATED – SUBSCRIBE!
Stay updated and subscribe to:
• MaxLite Minute Newsletter
• Product Announcements
• Press Releases
• Webinars
Click the “Subscribe To MaxLite”
Button at the bottom of MaxLite’s
website or visit:
http://www.maxlite.com/subscribe
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MAXLITE ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow & Share MaxLite
On Social Media
• LinkedIn
• Facebook
• Twitter
• YouTube
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THANKS FOR ATTENDING!
QUESTIONS/ANSWERS
Thank you everyone for your attention! Please feel free to use this opportunity to ask any
questions you may have about MaxLite or the products shown in this presentation.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER MAXLITE PRODUCTS, OR
FOR LIGHTING QUESTIONS IN GENERAL; PLEASE CONTACT:
info@maxlite.com
http://www.maxlite.com
1-800-555-5629

